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About Pink Elephant
Pink Elephant is an international knowledge leader in the field of business innovation
and business change. With advisory and IT services, Pink Elephant draws the best out
of its clients, by translating knowledge and creativity of the people in these
organisations into tangible results.

OUR MISSION:
“Translate Knowledge
into Results”

OUR VISION:
“We believe that People
and IT are the strategic
assets of tomorrow’s
leading companies”

Since its foundation in 1980, Pink Elephant
recognises an important synergy between
company objectives and the knowledge and
entrepreneurship of people, as well as the
way in which IT contributes significantly to making innovation possible and to increasing
power of discernment in the market. Pink Elephant operates in more than 20 countries and
provides business and management consultancy and other services, such as Enterprise App
Services, IT Services and Education Services.
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The Managed Service Desk
The Window into IT Services
The Service Desk is the window into IT Services. When
things go wrong on the Service Desk, the organisation's
perception of value to the business that the IT department
delivers can suffer and, more importantly, the reputation
of the people managing IT Services will also suffer.
Ask any experienced consultant and they will tell you that
the typical starting point for any improvement initiative
based on IT Service Management best practice is at the
Service Desk, and the Incident Management process
which guides its activities.
The simple reason behind this is the fact that IT Support is
a core and most visible element of IT Service Delivery.
Most organisations have a function in place to 'fix' things
with some level of maturity.
Improvements to this area are seen to be relatively quick to obtain with a high benefit to the business customer without requiring
major organisational change, but critical to success are the people providing the customer support activities.
The Pink Elephant Managed Service Desk places the emphasis on the staffing, management and improvement of your customer's
single point of contact to IT. Pink Elephant provides certified, experienced people to your premises at the "peak of their enthusiasm"
to deliver this critical element of customer service excellence, based firmly on ITIL® best practices.
The deployment of the team is carried out using a proven transition plan suitable for any organisation and provides immediate access
to globally tested ITIL® processes and procedures, fully documented, allowing for the implementation of key best practice disciplines
at day one.
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Out of Hours Services
Within all organisations there is an ongoing “tug of war” between the requirement to provide support to the user community,
including escalation support in the event of Major Incidents and the significant cost of providing these services outside of core hours.
To this end, Pink Elephant is pleased to introduce a simple solution, offering a dedicated or shared, out of hours Service Desk at less
than the cost of your core hour Service Desk Analysts.
Based out of our Johannesburg offices, where a purposebuilt Service Centre currently provides 24*7*365 support
to our South African and offshore customer base, Pink
Elephant has subdivided the floor space to allow
companies of all sizes to experience superior customer
service.
Support can be provided on either a shared or dedicated
basis overnight, on Bank Holidays and over weekends,
allowing your support teams to take the rest they deserve.
The service will be configured to meet your requirements
and to provide your customers with access to a Service
Desk Analyst to assist with the issue whatever the time of
day. The shared service offers English language as standard
and other languages can be supported on a dedicated
basis.
As you would expect from Pink Elephant, this service is
built on ITIL® and SDI best practices and using your current
ITSM technology, or our in-house Cherwell Service
Management instance, our Service Desk Analysts will log,
troubleshoot and, where applicable, resolve your
customers’ issue through a walk through or remote access
using integrated Bomgar secure remote support. Detailed
reports of out of hours’ activity are then forwarded to your
morning shift to deal with as necessary.
As our team become more familiar, or with a solid
assignment model from you, our Service Desk Analysts can also be deployed on a shorter term to assist with backlog management or
as an overflow capacity during normal operating hours as you optimise your team sizing against available budgets.
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IT Resources
Pink Elephant prides itself on providing quality IT personnel to fulfil both permanent and contract positions. Our candidates fit within
the spectrum of ITSM positions from Service Desk Analyst / 1st and 2nd Line Technical and Desktop support staff through to Network
Specialist, ITSM Subject Matter Experts (covering all ITIL®, ISO20000, COBIT®, SIAM, LEAN disciplines), Project and Programme
Managers and high level IT management.

Resource on Demand
Whichever Resourcing Strategy you choose Pink Elephant’s
Resource on Demand model is an innovative alternative to
traditional non-permanent resourcing which reactively
matches individual skills to a role requirement for a given
period of time. This traditional approach often leaves gaps in
teams whilst recruitment takes place and also presents a
potential risk where individuals are of an unknown quality.
Our Resource on Demand model resolves these issues by
providing known individuals from Pink Elephant’s internal and
associate resource pools, ensuring requests can be met more
effectively in a shorter space of time.
 Staff employed by Pink Elephant, so no HR
management issues
 Staff will attend Pink Elephant’s ‘Service’ Induction
and will be ITIL® Foundation and SDI Service Desk
Analyst certified
 Field Managers will visit on a regular basis and
manage HR issues
 No need to worry about attrition as ‘churn’ is built
into the service – we will worry about career
progression issues
 Flexibility – from one analyst to the whole team,
with flexible term contracts
 Superior service – we will continuously search for
improvements, with the back-up of one of the
world’s leading IT Service Management authorities
 SFIA (Skills for the Information Age) used as a
framework for job roles

 Known fixed monthly costs and no more
recruitments fees
 Transfer to Recruitment Services should you wish to
employ any personnel

Recruitment
Let’s get straight to the point, Pink Elephant is not a
recruitment agency, but we do know what kind of people you
need to deliver and support quality IT Services within your
organisation and we know how to get them – we’ve had over
24 years’ experience of hiring and developing IT Service
Management (ITSM) subject matter experts.
 Pink Elephant knows the Service Desk business
inside out and back-to-front
 We are not a recruitment agency, but we do know
how to find the right people for the job
 The Customer is involved only at the short-listed
stage
 Once employed – No-contact guarantee
 Pink Elephant will put the successful candidate
through a ‘Service’ induction course, including
ensuring the candidate has the ITIL Foundation
Certificate and are trained to SDI’s Support Analyst
level
 Customer ‘messaging’ may be incorporated in the
Service Induction
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Pink Worldwide

Contact Details
Pink Elephant EMEA Ltd
9 Castle Street
Reading
Berkshire
RG1 7SB
Telephone: + 44 (0) 118 324 0626
Email:
info@pinkelephant.co.uk
Twitter:
@PinkElephantUK
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